
PREWRITE ACTIVITIES FOR DEMENTIA

Dec 21, Explore bactivitiesdepa's board "Activities for dementia residents", followed by people on Pinterest. See more
ideas about Activities.

Being happily engaged in a satisfying activity reduces agitation, anxiety, depression, and anger. Music touches
a different part of the brain and many times a sleepy, perhaps bored, person with dementia will start tapping
their foot or joining in when he hears a familiar song from his era. Some towns hold car events where older
cars are displayed or driven down a road. Sort By:. Seniors can use the included boards to create colorful
pictures, make free form shapes, or trace the shapes on paper. Why not consider the following? When it comes
to Alzheimer's, the MIND diet has shown promise in reducing risk and promoting brain health. Give this
person something familiar to do with his hands. Someone who enjoyed cooking or baking might enjoy
measuring spoons, a whisk, a spatula, and other related items. We market some of our products in different
categories. By being able to do an activity independently gives the senior a sense of self worth. In addition to
providing a sense of purpose, activities for dementia patients can help to reduce feelings of agitation and
aggression. Sometimes when a person is living in a facility with other people of similar age or living at home
and not getting out often, they no longer interact regularly with kids. Loosely tie a few simple knots and ask
your older adult to help you untie them. While implementing this may take some creativity and work, it'll be
worth it to see the genuine engagement and joy of your loved one when he feels a sense of purpose in his
activities. He also may be able to help you wash the car. Often, the person connects with that baby doll and
enjoys the sense of a familiar role in caregiving for the doll. The goal is just to keep them happily engaged.
Someone in early dementia might enjoy simple card games like solitaire, go fish , blackjack , or war. Pet
therapy has demonstrated multiple benefits for people with dementia and without, too. For many people, as
they age, the importance of spiritual nurturing increases. You might want to do the following: Go shopping
together Visit their favourite place around town A short day trip to a local place of interest An afternoon in the
park 7. Stimulating activities can help keep them in high spirits and prevent them from developing depression,
whilst lessening anxiety and irritability. For many, even if they were never particularly artsy or creative, arts
and crafts can provide a wide range of sensory stimulation. There are many stimulating activities that you and
your loved one can do. She might also enjoy flower arranging or harvesting and preparing vegetables. Music
can both soothe and stimulate people. For example, if they tend to put things in their mouth or tie up body
parts, avoid small pieces or string. The Sports Fan Provide the avid sports lover the chance to mini put, do Wii
bowling, play the beanbag tossing game or watch a Little League baseball game. Physical activities may
include: Walking around their neighbourhood or a local park Depending on age and fitness, you could try
tandem biking Water aerobics â€” health and fitness centres often have workshops and classes specifically for
elderly people or people with dementia Fishing 2. There are other benefits too. The object here is not to have
the individual do large amounts of work, but rather to give the person something familiar and meaningful to
do. Music therapy Music offers a powerful way of providing comfort to people. Jigsaw puzzles â€” as
dementia progresses, fewer pieces will be necessary Crosswords Old board games, such as snakes and ladders,
and scrabble Have an afternoon picnic or tea party Untying knots â€” this gets their hands working and
requires a surprising amount of focus  Seniors will enjoy turning the layers and creating different color
combinations on each face.


